






















  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
To, 
 
Pr. Christian MASQUELIER 
Le Directeur de l’Ecole Doctorale en Sciences et Sante 
 
Dear Professor Masquelier, 
 
Here is my report on the `Habilitation thesis’ of Madame Barbara Schapira. 
 
In view of the work presented in the thesis, it is evident that Mme Schapira has established herself as one 
of the leading experts in the newly emerged field of `Dynamical properties of horocycle and geodesic 
flows on infinite volume negatively curved manifolds’.  
 
Already in her Ph.D. thesis, Mme Schapira proved a very important ratio equidistribution result for 
horocycles on `Geometrically finite negatively curved surfaces’. I personally like this result very much, 
especially because I had tried hard to prove the same several years before, and did not succeed. In fact, 
some of the ideas in her work where very useful in my recent studies.  
 
After PhD, Mme Schapira has continued to make significant progress in refining and generalizing her 
results on various ergodic theoretic aspects of horocycles; for example, she obtained very precise density 
and equidistribution criteria for one-sided leaves, which is also a question which had intrigued me for 
quite some time. Her results on horocycles on `Geometrically infinite negatively curved surfaces’ 
nontrivially extend some classical studies by Hedlund (1930’s).  
 
Her collaborative work with Omri Sarig, is quite remarkable in revealing very precise two way intricate 
relation between divergence rate of geodesics and equidistribution of the corresponding horocycle leaves 
on `infinite abelian covers of compact hyperbolic surfaces’.  
 
Mme Schapira’s main strength is her technical prowess in geometry of negatively curved manifolds 
combined with her dynamical intuition and refined mathematical taste. With this asset she has expanded 
her field of studies to include a novel study of the structure of collection of all invariant measures of 
geodesic flows in joint work with Yves Coudene. The study utilizes deep ergodic theoretic techniques in 
a rich geometric set up. 
 
Her more recent collaborative work with Federic Paulin and Mark Pollicott on `Gibbs measure and 
equilibrium states on negatively curved’ is another testimony to her technical power and expanding 
horizon of interests.  
 
Her joint work with Francois Maucourant is a nice number theoretical application of her ratio 
equidistribution results for horocycles.  
 
Overall, Mme Schapira has shown significant originality, technical power, mathematical maturity and a 
knack to recognize good problems. It is impressive to see that she has worked with very strong 
mathematicians in diverse areas. Some part of her work shows strong originality on her part, and some 
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part shows theory building capability. Her proposed future research plan involves many important 
directions; and in view of her knowledge, ability and willingness to collaborate with experts in different 
areas should lead her to very interesting theorems in future, and should be able to provide guidance to 
Ph.D. students.  
 
I strongly support her Habilitation thesis, and a promotion in Mathematical career.  
 
Sincerely yours, 

 

 
 

Nimish A. Shah 
Professor 
Department of Mathematics 
The Ohio State University 
Columbus, OH 43210 
 
Email: shah@math.osu.edu 

 
 




